Comparison of measurements and predictions of sound propagation in a valley-slope configuration in an inhomogeneous atmosphere.
Mountainous areas form a very specific context for sound propagation: There is a particular ground effect and meteorological conditions are often extreme. In this paper, detailed sound propagation calculations are compared to noise measurements accompanied by meteorological observations. The sound source considered is road traffic along the center axis of a valley. Noise levels were measured in two cross sections, at three locations each: one on the valley floor and two on the slopes, up to 166 m above the source. For the numerical calculations, the rotated Green's function parabolic equation method is used, taking into account the undulation of the terrain and an inhomogeneous atmosphere. Typical parameters of this method were optimized for computational efficiency. Predictions agree with measurements to within 3 dBA up to propagation distances of 1 km, in windless conditions. The calculations further show that the terrain profile is responsible for an increase in sound pressure level at distant, elevated points up to 30 dBA compared to a flat ground situation. Complex temperature profiles account for level changes between -3 dBA and +10 dBA relative to a homogeneous atmosphere. This study shows that accurate sound level prediction in a valley-slope configuration requires detailed numerical calculations.